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Yawa, a Papuan language spoken on Yapen Island in Cenderawasih Bay, has been in close
contact with neighboring Austronesian languages for up to about 3,000 years. In that time,
these languages have grown more similar, sharing lexical material and grammatical/typolog-
ical features. This paper explores the nature of that contact and the extent of the resulting
borrowing, and discusses specific examples of shared lexical and grammatical features and
their likely direction of borrowing. These examples support the conclusion that sustained
trade and multilingualism, and likely intermarriage, have historically been prevalent across
the island.
1. Introduction
The island of Yapen in Cenderawasih Bay, in Northwest New Guinea, is home to approxi-
mately thirteen languages, eleven Austronesian (Aඇ) and two Papuan (non-Austronesian;
Pൺඉ). The island itself is approximately 260 km end to end, and about 25 km at its widest
point, with a total area of roughly 2600 km2. The interior of the island is mountainous,
with most villages lining the north and south coasts and few easily-definable boundaries
between discrete language areas as such (see i.e. Sawaki 2017map 1.2, reproduced as Fig-
ure 1 below.). In short: many languages, all jostling against one another in close quarters,
leading to intense and long-term language contact.
This paper examines the results of that contact, specifically across Austronesian/Papuan
family borders. Yawa, spoken by ∼6000 people in central Yapen (Jones 1986a), and its
close relative Saweru, with ∼150 speakers on Saweru Island just to the south (Donohue
2001), are the two non-Austronesian languages on Yapen and the only representatives of
their family, which I will refer to here as Yawa-Saweru. Because of the dearth of infor-
mation on Saweru, this paper will focus largely on Yawa. This account is not intended
to be definitive or complete, as the available data on the languages of Yapen is still quite
limited, but rather to lay out what is currently known and to encourage further work on
the topic.
This paper proceeds as follows. §2 lays out the current language situation on Yapen,
including documented patterns of multilingualism and intermarriage. §3 describes the
data used in this study, and §4 discusses the patterns of borrowing found in that data. §5
explores the implications of the observed borrowings, including the long history of close
personal contact, trade relations, and intermarriage between Yawa and the surrounding
SHWNG languages. §6 concludes.
2. Current language situation on Yapen
Austronesian speakers arrived in New Guinea around 3500 years ago, and spread across
the north coast and offshore islands, including Yapen. The date of their arrival on Yapen
has not yet been established, but was likely between one and three thousand years ago,
and probably in the earlier end of that range. The Aඇ languages of Yapen are classi-
fied (Anceaux 1961, Blust 1978, Kamholz 2014; see also Blust 1993.) as belonging to
the Yapen subgroup of South Halmahera-West New Guinea (SHWNG), which I will here
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call SHWNG Yapen to distinguish genetic from geographic categorization. The SHWNG
Yapen group includes Ambai, Ansus, Busami, Marau, Munggui, Papuma, Pom, Serui-
Laut, Wabo, and Wooi; as well as Kurudu, on Kurudu Island just to the east, and Wamesa
(aka Wandamen or Windesi), spoken on the mainland along the southwest coast of Cen-
derawasih Bay. Biak, a member of the Biakic subgroup, sister to Yapen within SHWNG,
is also spoken in a few villages on Yapen Island as well as on Biak and Numfoor Islands
just to the north and in enclaves in the Bird’s Head and the Raja Ampat Islands. Pom,
Marau, and Wooi are also spoken in villages on Num Island to the west. This paper con-
siders all of the preceding languages for which adequate data exists, as well as Serewen,
sometimes considered a dialect of Pom.
Figure 1. Distribution of languages by village on Yapen and nearby islands (Sawaki
2017:4).
No comprehensive study of the extent of multilingualism in Cenderawasih Bay and the
surrounding areas exists to date, but what information is available suggests that it is the
norm. Sawaki (2017) points out that on Yapen Island, villages of different language groups
are interspersed with one another, rendering the traditional method of mapping discrete
language areas overly simplistic. Furthermore, some villages are traditionally multilin-
gual; Sawaki points out Sambrawai and Saubeba, on the north coast of Yapen, as home to
both Biak and Yawa (which he calls Onate) communities; Silzer (1983) adds that Wadapi
Laut village includes speakers of Ambai and Yawa, which he calls Mora.
With such extensive interspersion, it should be no surprise to find speakers with varying
degrees of proficiency in languages other than their home variety. Sawaki (2017) reports
that older speakers of Wooi may also speak Biak, Pom, Ansus, Marau, and Wandamen
(Wamesa), and that at cultural events held in different language communities, Wooi peo-
ple speak their hosts’ language and sing their traditional songs. He adds that intermar-
riage with other language groups is uncommon (though present), but that speakers do not
recognize ‘Wooi’ as a tribe but rather see themselves as part of a larger Yapen ethnic
group. Price & Donohue (2009) report that exogamy in Ansus villages is not the norm,
but that it does occur, with Ansus men marrying women from Wandamen/Wamesa, Am-
bai, Waropen, Biak, Wooi, Pom, and Serewen villages, and that Ansus women sometimes
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marryWaropen men. Based on their interviews, they also report two-way bilingualism be-
tween speakers of Ansus and those of Papuma and Marau, as well as knowledge of Wooi,
Biak, and Ambai on the part of some Ansus speakers. Some Wamesa speakers have fa-
cility with Roon and Biak (Gasser 2017). All three remaining Dusner speakers also know
Wamesa, and one speaks Kuri (Dalrymple & Mofu 2012). (These lists are only what has
been reported and are unlikely to be exhaustive.) Wamesa and Biak have both been used
as lingua francas in the bay, with Biak speakers at the center of the rice, tobacco, and slave
trade between Cenderawasih Bay and Tidore in the 1800s (Gasser 2014, van den Heuvel
2006). Most speakers now also use Papuan Malay fluently.
Linguists writing on SHWNG languages do not mention Yawa-SHWNG bilingualism, de-
spite proximity and the existence of mixed villages like Wadapi Laut. Cowan (1953:47)
claims that Yawa shows “very few, if any, Austronesian characteristics” (and thus could
not yet be genetically classified), but Anceaux (1961), writing ten years later, says that
Yawa shows evidence of close contact with Ambai. Jones (1993:53), writing on Yawa
kinship structures, does not explicitly mention bilingualism but reports that exogamy be-
tween Yawa speakers and neighboring groups has been “considerable”, and that prolonged
contact between Yawa and SHWNG Yapen groups has homogenized cultural practices on
the island. Likewise, Saweru is reported to have diverged from mainland Yawa due to
contact with SHWNG Yapen languages, particularly Ambai, to the extent that they (Yawa
and Saweru) are no longer mutually intelligible and are considered by speakers to be dif-
ferent languages (Jones 1986a). Donohue (2004) reports that Saweru is heavily influenced
by Ambai.
3. Data
This study compares entries from a 285-item word list filled in for Yawa, Saweru, Am-
bai, Ansus, Biak, Kurudu, Pom, Serewen, Serui-Laut, Wooi, and Wamesa.1 The list was
constructed by combining 182 of the best-attested items from the 210-word Swadesh list
used by the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database (Greenhill, Blust & Gray 2008) with
selections fromWim Burung’s (2011)Wordlist for Languages in Papua, including the 70-
item flora-fauna-color list used by Gasser (nd), and a small number of other regionally-
relevant additions. Any items for which no Yawa form(s) could be found were discarded.
Eighteen additional lexical items from Jones’s (1986a) Yawa dialectal comparison and
Jones, Paai & Paai’s (1989) dictionary were added which showed clear signs of borrow-
ing. These are omitted from calculations of the extent of borrowing because they would
skew the sample but are included in discussions of the scope of borrowing. Because of
overlap of the source lists, this totals 285 meanings. The full wordlist includes a mix of
“basic” vocabulary with less universal terms, and includes cultural items, regionally im-
1 Lexical sources: Ambai: Grace (1955-56), Silzer (1983). Ansus: Donohue et al. (n.d.); author’s fieldwork
(2016). Biak: van Hasselt & van Hasselt (1947), van den Heuvel (2006), Than et al. (2011); Xavier Bach
(p.c.); author’s fieldwork (2016). Kurudu: Anceaux (1992); Xavier Bach (p.c.). Pom: author’s fieldwork
(2016). Serewen: author’s fieldwork (2016). Serui-Laut: Slump (1924–38), Anceaux (1992). Wamesa:
Saggers (1979), Henning et al. (1991), Gasser (2015b); author’s fieldwork (2011-2016). Wooi: Anceaux
(1992), Sawaki (2017); Emma Remy (p.c.); author’s fieldwork (2011). Yawa: Jones (1986a) – all dialects;
Jones (1986c) – Ambaidiru; Jones (1986d) – Sarawandori; Jones, Paai & Paai (1989) – Central. Saweru:
Donohue (2001, 2004). Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) and Proto-Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian
(PCEMP): Blust (1993, 1999), Blust & Trussel (2010). Proto-Oceanic: Blust & Trussel (2010).
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portant terms, and a mix of semantic fields and parts of speech, with a skew towards the
natural world. The full list is given in the Appendix. Additional information on shared ty-
pological/grammatical features is compared based on the descriptions of Yawa published
by Linda and Larry Jones (1986a, 1986b, 1986c, 1986d, 1991, 1993), but this information
is far more limited.
Because the details of borrowing vary between them, separate lists have been compiled
for each of the Yawa dialects. Jones (1986a) lists six dialects: Ambaidiru, Mariadei,
Konti-unai, Tindaret, Ariepi, and Sarawandori. In their Yawa Lexicon, Jones, Paai & Paai
(1989:xiii) say instead that there exist “five distinct dialects (with a sixth closely related
to one of the others)”, and combine Ambaidiru and Ariepi into a single dialect, perhaps
the same one that Jones (1991) calls Central. (Jones here mentions that the Central dialect
is spoken in Ambaidiru Village, but does not mention Ariepi.) I will refer to the dictio-
nary dialect as Central, and I record it separately from the Ambaidiru- and Ariepi-specific
lists given in Jones (1986a). Ignoring some phonological variation, the Central dialect as
described in the dictionary is very close to being the union of the Ambaidiru and Ariepi di-
alects plus additional material. Therefore out of those three only the Central list is included
in calculations when counting loan frequencies in §4.4, in order to avoid double-counting.
All three lists are included in the Appendix for completeness and to provide data for those
few instances where the Ambaidiru or Ariepi list has a form not included in the dictionary,
and examples from all three lists may be used below.
Coverage of the languages in the sample varies greatly, ranging from 42 entries for Saweru
to 331 for the Central dialect of Yawa, with an average of 189 entries. Languages may
have more entries than there are meanings in the list due to synonyms, dialectal varia-
tion, and broadness of meaning; for example the list item ‘sago’ may include terms for
several different sago varieties or life stages. Entries were limited to four per list item to
keep in check the size and skew of well-documented languages. Most of the flora/fauna
meanings on the list are relatively vague in their reference, referring to generic rather than
species- or cultivar-level terms (i.e.‘bat’ conflating the various types of bat and flying fox
in the region), an unfortunate effect of the severely under-documented status of many of
these languages. The available wordlists may give a single word for, say, ‘lizard’, mak-
ing it impossible to know whether this refers to a small house lizard (Indonesian cicak),
a larger goanna or monitor lizard, something in between, or the generic term, and any
subset of ‘tree kangaroo’, ‘kangaroo’, ‘wallaby’, ‘cuscus’, ‘phalanger’, or even simply
‘tree-dwelling marsupial’ may appear, with unclear referent. Far more detailed fieldwork
is necessary for most Yapen languages to go beyond this level of specificity in most cases.
Where available for better-documented languages, specific species or type names were
included alongside generic terms for flora and fauna.
4. Patterns of borrowing
This section gives an overview of various types of patterns found in SHWNG/Yawa bor-
rowing. §4.1describes the phonological correspondences found in borrowed forms and
evidence (including phonological) for for determining the direction of borrowing. §4.2
and §4.3 describe borrowings found specifically in the semantic fields of sago cultiva-
tion and kinship terminology, respectively, both key to daily life. §4.4 discusses rates of
borrowing within the sample, and §4.5 discusses cases of structural/grammatical conver-
gence.
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4.1 Directionality & phonological effects
Given that these languages are known to be in contact and the Yawa-Saweru family is un-
controversially distinct from SHWNGYapen, borrowing was determined based on phono-
logical similarity. To increase the chances of identifying actual borrowings, relatively
strong semantic and phonological resemblance between forms is required, though chance
similarity is always a possibility for any given instance. Even if some of these should
prove to be independent innovations, their quantity is such that the trends discussed here
still hold. Unless otherwise specified, Yawa forms cited here come from the Central di-
alect. Only forms which illustrate some pattern of borrowing are given here; for a full
listing of forms from each dialect (where available), see the Appendix.
Even when a form is clearly borrowed between two languages, uncovering the direction of
borrowing can often be difficult to impossible. Where recoverable, the source language
or family was determined based on several factors. Some phonological diagnostics are
discussed below, though these rarely constitute a knock-down argument in either direction.
More evidence comes from the distribution of a form.
The most clear-cut cases are those where a form is present in Yawa/Saweru and recon-
structed to an Austronesian proto-language, such as Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, meaning
that the form must have been borrowed into Yawa from Aඇ. An example of this is
‘conch shell trumpet’, which appears in Yawa as tavuna and is reconstructed to PMP as
*tabuRi(q), with the reflex tabura in Wamesa and Ambai (as well as Biak kubur, with
regular *t > k sound change). Unfortunately the same type of inference cannot be made in
the opposite direction. Yawa has only one extant relative, Saweru, which is both severely
underdocumented and subject to the same Austronesian influence as Yawa. No Yawa-
Saweru proto-language has been reconstructed, and even if one were, the two varieties
are similar enough (recently enough diverged) that many Aඇ loans will be difficult to dis-
tinguish based from sound correspondence mismatches. Therefore reconstructed forms
are only useful as evidence of an Aඇ source, and not available for forms originating in
Yawa-Saweru.
More often, a form appears in a few SHWNG Yapen languages, Yawa, and nowhere else,
with no reconstruction available. ‘Snake’, for example, appears in Yawa as tawae and in
Ambai, Serui-Laut, and Wamesa as tawai. The closest SHWNG form outside Yapen is
Waropen taiwuno ‘k.o. snake-shaped fish’ (Held 1942), but this is highly unlikely to be
cognate; and no possible PMP or PCEMP sources have been reconstructed. Was *tawai an
Proto-Yapen innovation borrowed into Yawa, or is it a Yawa form borrowed into Ambai,
Serui-Laut, and Wamesa (directly or in a chain) or their forerunner language? In this and
many cases, it is impossible to definitively tell. A form found widely in SHWNG Yapen,
even if it appears nowhere else in Austronesian, is more likely to have originated in that
group, though it could be an early loan that was retained as the languages split up; the
reverse is true of forms attested in all Yawa dialects. The presence of a form in just one
or two SHWNG Yapen languages, or just one Yawa dialect, suggests that it was borrowed
into that group, but is less conclusive.
Wherever possible, the distribution of a form beyond Yapen was taken into account as
well. If it appears in other non-Yapen SHWNG languages, or Central Malayo-Polynesian
languages of eastern Indonesia, it is likely of Austronesian origin. Forms present in other
unrelated Papuan languages are almost certainly of non-Yawa origin, and likely have Biak
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or possibly Wamesa as their vector of distribution, if not their ultimate source; their pres-
ence or absence in other SHWNG languages can help tease this out. (See Gasser nd for
a fuller discussion of the distribution of borrowed flora, fauna, and color terms across 54
languages of Northwest New Guinea.)
Sound change reflected in the borrowed forms can also provide clues, but is not neces-
sarily diagnostic of the direction of borrowing. ‘Bow’ appears as apae in Yawa (with
an additional initial k in some dialects), afai in Ambai, and apai in Wamesa, Ansus, and
Pom; these are not derived from any reconstructed Aඇ forms (c.f. PMP *busuR, Proto-
Oceanic *pusuR) and only are only attested in one other language of Cenderawasih Bay,
Irarutu (Matsumura 1991), which likely borrowed its fai from neighboring Wamesa.2 The
distribution of the term gives little clue as to its origins; it is limited to Yapen and only
attested in about half the languages looked at here (the rest have no form listed.) The most
obviously useful clue comes from the sound correspondences: it is a well-attested sound
change that earlier *p is often reflected in Ambai f where other SHWNGYapen languages
retain p, a pattern which is seen in the afai/apai forms here. This suggests shared inheri-
tance of *apai from Proto-Yapen into the SHWNG Yapen languages, whether *apai was
initially borrowed from Proto-Yawa or innovated independently. But this is not neces-
sarily the case. Given the close proximity of all of these languages and the documented
multilingualism (where documentation exists), SHWNG speakers are likely to be aware of
this correspondence, and Ambai speakers could have applied the change when integrating
the word into their language as a modern loan via one of the other SHWNG Yapen lan-
guages. There is no strictly phonological reason to do this —Ambai’s phoneme inventory
includes p — but it is a salient difference between otherwise very similar languages, and
may serve as a marker of identity, motivating the adaptation on sociolinguistic grounds
while muddying the historical waters.
In fact, phonology in general gives few cues as to to origin of a loan, as the phoneme
inventories and phonotactics of the languages in question are all quite similar, and few
changes are necessary to incorporate a word from one language into another. In general,
SHWNG Yapen languages have five vowels; three voiceless stops /p t k/; two each of
voiced stops and nasals, with [g] and [ŋ] (spelled ng) appearing allophonically; fricatives
/β/ (v) and /s/; a rhotic; and two glides. Some variation occurs, as with an independent
/ŋ/ in Wamesa, the addition of /ɸ/ (f ) in Ambai and Serui-Laut, /ɲ/ (ny) and /c/ in Wooi,
and /h/ in Wooi and Pom. Syllables tend towards CV, and clusters are generally lim-
ited to homorganic nasal-stop (or nasal-obstruent) sequences (Silzer 1983, Gasser 2014,
Sawaki 2017; see also lexical references listed above). Biak is the striking exception to
these generalizations, with its wide range of acceptable clusters, vowel length distinction,
inclusion of /l/, and marginal /t/ (van den Heuvel 2006). The general SHWNG Yapen de-
scription fits Yawa as well, the main differences being the addition of /ʃ/ (sy), /ɲ/ (ny), and
/d͡ʒ/ (j)(Jones 1986d).3 Some dialects (Mariadei, Konti-unai, and Tindaret), also include a
2 Irarutu most likely diverged prior to Proto-SHWNG (Jackson 2014), and therefore descent by inheritance
into Irarutu and the SHWNG Yapen languages without the appearance of related forms in other SHWNG
languages is the less plausible explanation.
3 Jones’ (1986d:4,6) Yawa Phonology, which describes the Sarawandori dialect, gives the bilabial fricative
v [β] as an allophone of /w/ under free variation, but an anonymous reviewer, referring to the language
as a whole, points out that several minimal pairs exist distinguishing the two, such as rawae ‘to dig’ ∼
ravae ‘to pay’. Jones (1986c:104), writing on question formation in the Ambaidiru dialect, says that the
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voiceless (bi?)labial fricative, spelled f (Jones 1986a). Because of these similarities, little
adaptation is required to integrate a new loan moving between these languages in either
direction and few clues are left as to the direction of borrowing.
Another affect of the similarity of phoneme inventories and phonotactics is that even when
a loan can be identified as originating in Austronesian, there is little evidence for which
language was its immediate source. Was Yawa (Ariepi dialect) reman ‘betel pepper’ (In-
donesian sirih), for example, borrowed from Wamesa (rema buo), Ansus (rema bong),
Ambai (rema), Serui-Laut (remah),4 or one of the yet-undocumented other languages of
the island, such a Munggui or Wabo? In a small number of cases the variations that do
exist can pinpoint the source of a loan more precisely: the Saweru form fera ‘to chop’
can be sourced with some confidence to Ambai feran ‘to cut (grass)’ and not Wamesa or
Ansus pera, Wooi perang, or Pom peran.
Some recurring— though not exceptionless— correspondences do appear between Yawa
and the SHWNGYapen languages, and these can sometimes be used to infer directionality.
Yawa v frequently coincides with SHWNG b, m, or w, as in Yawa kavambun, Serui-Laut
and Ambai kamambo ‘butterfly’. On first blush this looks like it ought to be a clear indica-
tor of Yawa-to-Aඇ transfer, with a hard-to-distinguish sound ([β]) modified into a similar
but more perceptible one upon adoption of the loan. Though widespread in Cenderawasih
Bay, the bilabial fricative is often highly variable in its realization, alternating with [b],
[w], and even [m] in fast speech, and is frequently mistranscribed by linguists. In fact, it
is not necessarily the case that the v form is the original. While most instances of this cor-
respondence have no reconstructed source in Aඇ, making source identification difficult,
the %tabura ‘conch shell trumpet’ set mentioned above is an exception. This form, which
surfaces as Yawa tavuna, and Wamesa and Ambai tabura, has a reconstructed Austrone-
sian root (PMP *tabuRi(q)) and is therefore clearly a loan into Yawa, which replaced the
original b with v and not vice versa.
Forms like Yawa avone, Wamesa abo viurar,5 Wooi avo, Ansus awo ‘red pandanus fruit’
provide additional evidence that fortition is not the only option here. There is no clear
reconstructed Aඇ ancestor form6 and the b:v:w correspondences are irregular enough even
in inherited words that the SHWNGYapen forms could be equally well inherited or spread
by contact. However, the final -ne syllable on the Yawa form happens to be identical to
the enclitic proximal determiner present in (at least) Wamesa, Wooi, Ambai, and Biak,
the only languages here with substantial published grammatical descriptions (Silzer 1983,
van den Heuvel 2006, Gasser 2014, Sawaki 2017), and probably also Ansus. This final
syllable, as well as its close cousin -ni, ‘this’ in Wamesa, appears in a few cases, and likely
main phonological difference between this and the western Sarawandori dialect is that the former includes
an additional /v/ phoneme. This suggests that any lack of contrast between /w/ and /v/ may be unique to
Sarawandori, or alternatively may be an early hypothesis which has since been disproven.
4 No ancestor form in PMP or elsewhere has been reconstructed, but these appear to be cognate with
forms such as Nakanai damu, Lou rem ‘lime spatula’, and Sa’a demu ‘chew betel nut’, from Proto-Oceanic
*d(r)amut ‘lime spatula’ (Osmond & Ross 1998:77).
5 vi-urar ‘which is red’
6 Apparent cognates appear in the Holle lists for several Maluku languages as well as in at least one variety
from Sulawesi (Fordata ngévoe, Limola panam/bau, etc.), suggesting that a form along the lines of *abo
may be reconstructable back to at least PCEMP if not PMP (William McConvell p.c.).
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indicates that an Austronesian NP was borrowed whole cloth into Yawa. In this case, that
provides us with a second example of a Yawa form with v originating in Austronesian,
either copying Wooi v directly or adapting Wamesa or Ansus b or w.
SHWNG di is sometimes realized in Yawa as ji, as in Yawa jian, SHWNGYapen dia/dian/
diang ‘fish’ (from PMP *hikan). (Saweru borrowed this form unmodified, as dia(n).)
SHWNG r often corresponds to n in Yawa, as in Yawa bambana, Wamesa, Serui-Laut,
and Ansus babara, Ambai bebara, Pom bavara ‘swell’. With two clear examples of Aඇ
etyma, in ‘swell’ and ‘conch shell trumpet’, this correspondence is at least suggestive of
Austronesian-to-Yawa directionality. The ‘swell’ form also provides an example of the
fairly common correspondence between homorganic nasal-stop clusters on the one hand
and plain nasals or stops on the other. This may go in either direction; compare ‘swell’
above, with a cluster in Yawa and plain obstruents in SHWNG, to Yawa katindopan,7
Ambai kantantini, Ansus kantanting ‘cockroach’. The ‘swell’ example must be prenasal-
ization of the b on introduction into Yawa, as the form descends from PMP *baReq; ‘cock-
roach’ has no reconstructed source and may have traveled in either direction, so this cor-
respondence is not diagnostic of source.
Amore revealing pattern appears in final position. Many SHWNGYapen languages either
disallow word-final consonants or restrict them to ng ([ŋ]), while Yawa allows a range of
segments in this position. Words which appear in Yawa with a final nasal often find that
nasal missing or neutralized to ng in SHWNG; other final Cs tend to be dropped entirely.
Where the final C is missing in SHWNG this may be taken of evidence of a Yawa source
for the loan, since there is no motivation for Yawa to add on a word-final C not there
is the source language. Adapted final nasals are more complex. Since Yawa lacks [ŋ]
word-finally, words borrowed in from SHWNG with final ng are likely to surface with ny
([ɲ]) in Yawa, as the most similar available segment (see i.e. Steriade 2009). In the other
direction, Yawa final ny could be equally well borrowed into SHWNG as ng or n (where
n is allowed in that position), for the same reason. An example of this, with the direction
of borrowing unknown, comes from the word for a kind of fishing spear, which appears
as Yawa mandorainy, Wamesa and Biak manora, and Ansus mandoraing.
Initial voiceless obstruents sometimes delete between Yawa and SHWNG. This can be
seen in the word for ‘smoke’, which appears in Yawa as kijao, but in SHWNG with an
initial w (Wooi wijow, Wamesa wuyu, Ansus wio). This implies a Yawa source to account
for the initial C in that language. Finally, Jones (1986d) cites the tendency in Yawa to
add -(i)je to the end of borrowed words from Malay; this applies to SHWNG loans as
well. A clear example of this in the word for ‘coconut’, Yawa angkaijije man, which
appears elsewhere on Yapen as Wamesa anggadi, Wooi angkati, Ansus angkadi, Serui-
Laut angkari, and Kurudu angadi.
4.2 Sago terminology
As in many other areas of New Guinea, sago cultivation is a major part of life on Yapen,
and the products of the sago palm are important staple foods. Sago terminology has been
a fertile area for lexical borrowing as well. The word for the sago plant in SHWNGYapen
7 A speaker from Rosbori (Central dialect) gave me katatim, which even more closely resembles the
SHWNG form, as part of a wordlist in 2016.
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(source unknown) — tau, taun, or taung in Serui-Laut, Ambai, Wamesa, and Wooi, and
tuing in Pom — also appears in Yawa (Sarawandori) taume ‘sago flour’. Wamesa, Wooi,
and Serui-Laut all have ana or anang for papeda, the gluey puddingmade from sago starch
and major staple food in many areas; Yawa uses anano rayat for ‘papeda’ and simply anan
for ‘sago’. The anaN form has analogues elsewhere in SHWNG, including one Raja Am-
pat language, Biga (Kamholz n.d.), making a Yawa origin unlikely (though dispersal by
trade from Yawa or another non-Austronesian language is not ruled out). The distribution
of tauN is limited to Yapen and its origin could equally lie with either group; Wamesa’s
close geographic neighbor Irarutu, a Central Malayo-Polynesian language, almost cer-
tainly borrowed the form from Wamesa.
Ansus has inang for ‘sago pith’, similar to Wamesa ina ‘sago pith/pulp’ and Yawa inam
‘core (of sago palm)’ and anane ine ‘sago starch’ (source unknown). The verb ‘to pound’
as applied to sago is reduplicated kakar in Biak, and -karor in Yawa. The chopstick-like
utensils used to serve papeda are angkai in Yawa and kai in Wamesa and Ansus (no data
available for other SHWNG Yapen varieties); related forms in the mainland SHWNG
languages Yaur, Yerisiam, Umar, and Moor (Kamholz n.d.) suggest an Aඇ origin. Sago
stirrers are known as ai duaro in Wamesa, aduar in Biak, daru in Ambai and Serui-Laut,
and iru in Yawa. (Also present in Yerisiam as dìarúa.) Finally, sago grubs, eaten by some
groups, are known as avusyawi in Yawa, abis in Wamesa, and awi in Ansus. Kamholz
(2014) traces the Wamesa form back to PMP *Rambia ‘sago palm’, though this analysis
entails some irregular sound changes. Other sago terminology is unfortunately not well
enough documented on Yapen for further comparisons to be made.
4.3 Kinship terminology
Yawa kinship terms show several important links to SHWNG Yapen in both form and
organization. Yawa society uses an Iroquois-Dravidian kinship system, distinguishing
cross- and parallel kin with prescribed exogamous cross-cousin marriage (Jones 1993).
Wamesa and Biak are so far the only SHWNG Yapen languages for which the kinship
system has been described in any detail (Flaming 1983, van den Heuvel 2006); unfortu-
nately Wamesa traditional kin classification is currently undergoing a process of simplifi-
cation to reflect the less-articulated set of relationships encoded by the national language,
Indonesian, at least among speakers in larger towns. In her description of Yawa kin struc-
tures, Jones explicitly mentions that the Yawa and Wamesa (Wandamen) systems show
many points of similarity in both structure and social function. The structural similari-
ties at least shouldn’t be surprising, as the Iroquois system is fairly common in the region
(see van den Heuvel 2006 on Biak and van Enk & de Vries 1997 on Korowai and other
languages of Papua).
What is more noteworthy is the shared terminology. Jones points out that Yawa mambe
netaive, a term referring to the “older-younger” relationship between two parallel kin of
the same sex and same generation, is related to theWamesa term neta vava ‘older same-sex
sibling’, also found as Wooi neta baba, Ansus tafuai, Serewen neta veava, and Serui-Laut
manetababa. Given that these terms are decomposable in most cases to neta + ‘big’ and
that the neta form is not found elsewhere in Yawa but is found in terms for younger siblings
(i.e. Wamesa neta katu ‘younger sibling’, literally ‘small neta’) and forms the basis for the
word ‘friend’ in several other SHWNG Yapen languages (Wamesa maneta, Pom neta), it
seems clear that this word originated in SHWNG.
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Jones also points out that Yawa vainy, a reciprocal term used between a husband’s and
wife’s parents (Indonesian besan), is apparently related to Wamesa bai and other forms
found widely distributed around Papua. Yawa also shares a word for ‘child’ with several
SHWNG Yapen languages. Jones et al. (1989), Jones (1993) gives kavo as a term specifi-
cally for one’s own child, and a second form, arikainy, which can be used to refer either to
one’s own offspring or children in general. This latter form is shared with Wooi (ariang),
Ambai (arikang), and Serui-Laut (ariang). This form is also present in Saweru as arian.
The inherited SHWNG form, from Proto-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian *natu (Blust 1978,
Kamholz 2014), appears alongside the %arikaN forms in these three languages, as well
as in Wamesa, Kurudu, and elsewhere in SHWNG, making Yawa the likely source for
%arikaN. (C.f. also the forms of the final nasal, as discussed above.) One Wamesa word
for father, yai, which appears as a suppletive form with a first person singular possessor,
resembles njai ‘father’ which appears in the Ambaidiru, Ariepi, and Tindaret dialects of
Yawa, but because of known cross-linguistic similarities in parental terms (c..f. Indonesian
ayah), this is best not considered a borrowing.
4.4 Frequency and categorization
Of the 903 total forms recorded for across five Yawa dialects (Central, Tindaret, Konti-
unai, Sarawandori, and Mariadei)8 in the shorter list,9 roughly a third of them appear to
be involved in borrowing events, whether Yawa is the source or the recipient. (All counts
given here are approximate, to account for uncertain cases. When proportions for the
Yawa dialects are averaged rather than totals pooled, the overall rate does not change.) I
call this proportion a language’s interconnectedness rate; it counts the number of items
which have been either loaned or borrowed while remaining agnostic on directionality.
The interconnectedness rates cited here include only instances where the item in question
is shared with other languages of Yapen (plus Wamesa and Kurudu), not with other lan-
guages of Cenderawasih Bay (Yawa maer, Umar mae, Warembori maya-ro, Hatam miei
‘cuscus’10) or with Papuan Malay or Indonesian (Yawa garan, Indonesian/Malay garam
‘salt’). Words that were clearly phonological or morphological variants of the same form,
such as Ambai kahopa, kakofa ‘earth, ground’, were not counted separately.
Yawa’s interconnectedness rate is remarkably high, especially considering that two-thirds
of the meanings collected are considered to be “basic” vocabulary, here defined as items
included in the ABVD list. The Yawa dialects showing the least amount of contact with
SHWNGYapen are Central and Tindaret, both with just under 30% of their forms involved
in borrowing events; on the other end, Mariadei, situated closest to the multilingual port
town of Serui, has the highest rate of lexical interconnectedness. By contrast, SHWNG
Yapen languages range from least interconnected Biak (about 10%) tomost interconnected
Ambai (just over 20%).
8 Because the Central dialect described in the dictionary (Jones et al. 1989) is very close to being the union
of the Ambaidiru and Ariepi dialects as described in Jones (1986a) plus additional material, the individual
Ambaidiru and Ariepi lists are not included in these calculations to avoid double-counting. (Jones, Paai &
Paai say that their Central dialect covers the Ambaidiru and Ariepi areas, reflecting speaker intuitions about
dialect divisions though contradicting Jones’s (1986a) conclusions.)
9 This is the version of the list without the additional 18 word meanings which were chosen specifically
because they showed borrowing.
10 Kamholz (n.d.), Donohue (1999), Reesink (2002a).
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For simplicity’s sake, only the Central dialect of Yawa, as the best-attested variety and the
one with the widest geographical span, will be considered in the remaining discussion.
Of the Central Yawa words involved in borrowing, nearly half have an Aඇ etymology or
probable source elsewhere in Northwest New Guinea (as determined by their wider dis-
tribution in the region), a quarter are likely to have originated in Yawa, and the remaining
30% or so are of unclear origin. If the latter category is split evenly between loans into
and out of Yawa, then nearly 20% of the word forms in this sample are borrowed into
Central Yawa from a SHWNG Yapen language or Biak (and not from any other language
of the region). Compare this to studies of borrowing by Bowern et al. (2011, 2014), which
found that the languages within their sample, had a mean rate of borrowing of 5% for basic
vocabulary and 9.8% for flora/fauna terms. In this sample, assuming again that words of
unclear origin are evenly split between Yawa as donor and recipient, about 15% of basic
vocabulary entries (words on the ABVD list) and 30% of flora-fauna terms have been bor-
rowed into Yawa (again, only from within SHWNG Yapen languages). To be clear, this is
counting the lexical entries for each language, including synonyms, and not the meaning
categories in the list. These numbers aren’t unprecedented in the Bowern et al. studies,
but they are certainly well above the norm, and only reflect a subset of total borrowing
from all sources.
The Central Yawa numbers at first glance appear more in line with results from the World
Loanword Database (WOLD; Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009), which covers 1460 lexical
meanings across 41 languages. 24.2% of the WOLD entries are loans (Tadmor, Haspel-
math & Taylor 2010), compared to the estimated ∼20% in Central Yawa. Tadmor et al.
give loan rates 25–30% in their Agriculture and Vegetation, Food and Drink, and Animals
semantic fields, which overlap most strongly with my Flora/Fauna category. This is com-
parable to Central Yawa’s estimated 30% loan rate in that field. That said, however, the
WOLD wordlist incorporates a much broader range of meanings than the one used here,
including a number of terms for religion, law, and the modern world which have a rela-
tively high likelihood of being borrowed, and are not included here. While the flora/fauna
terms included in my sample skew strongly towards native species, WOLD, as a global
database, includes many more introduced species, which are also highly borrowable. A
much larger proportion of the list used in the present study is comprised of basic vocabu-
lary as well, which ought to lead to lower loan rates. If Yawa had ‘typical’ loan rates we
would expect a larger differential between the WOLD numbers and those reported here
than is actually evidenced. The fact that the estimated Yawa rate is so close to the WOLD
rate despite being computed over a meaning set much less amenable to borrowing sug-
gests that Yawa is in fact more prone to borrowing than the average language.11 We see
that on balance Yawa was the recipient language more often than the donor, and its rates
of borrowing are relatively high when compared with established rates worldwide.
Tadmor, Haspelmath, & Taylor also report loan rates by ‘semantic word class’, a meaning-
based classification standing in for grammatical part of speech, a determination of which
would require far more research into the Yapen languages than is currently available for
most. 25.2% of their content word entries (adjectives, adverbs, verbs, and nouns) are
loans, compared to 12.1% of function words (pronouns, prepositions, questions, conjunc-
11 A comparison over the full 1460-item WOLD wordlist would be necessary to demonstrate this defini-
tively, but sufficient data to carry this out is not currently available.
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tions, complementizers, negation, time expressions, and quantifiers). In Central Yawa,
about a third of content words in this list are estimated to be Yapen-internal borrowings;
only one of the 28 function words (3.6%) collected for Central Yawa, the locative preposi-
tion no, has been identified as part of a loan set, and it entered the language fromAustrone-
sian (probably Biak). Yawa follows the WOLD hierarchy of nouns > verbs > adjectives
in terms of borrowability. Assuming still that Yawa is the recipient in half of cases where
directionality is undetermined, Central Yawa has borrowed about a quarter of the nouns
in this sample, 15% of verbs, and just under 10% of adjectives.
4.5 Structural borrowing and calquing
In contrast to the purely lexical examples mentioned so far, the word for Ansus word for
‘island’, nutakutu, is a calque of the Yawa form. The first syllable, nu, can stand on its
own in Ansus also with the meaning ‘island’; Kamholz (2014) traces this form back to
PMP *nusa, with the same meaning, and it appears in other SHWNG Yapen languages
as well. The remaining portion, takutu, is from the verb kutu ‘to chop up’. The form
in Yawa is nupatimu. The initial nu- in Yawa is most likely a shortening of nugo ‘geo-
graphical region’.12 The remaining portion, -patimu, is a Yawa word meaning ‘torn; to
pick (as a flower or leaf); to elect’.13 In both cases the resulting form might be trans-
lated as something like “cut off/separated (is)land”, with the borrowing reinforced by the
(coincidental?) resemblance of the initial morpheme.
Without knowledge of the structure of the Yawa-Saweru ancestor language spoken prior
to Austronesian settlement, examples of grammatical and typological convergence are
difficult to attribute to Yapen contact specifically rather than larger-scale areal contact or
chance. Some instances of similarity can be pointed out, but their origins are generally
speculative. A few of these somewhat typologically unusual similarities are briefly laid
out here. Comparisons are chiefly with Wamesa, as one of the better-documented Yapen
varieties and the one with which I am most familiar, with data from Gasser (2014). Ad-
ditional comparisons to Wooi (Sawaki 2017), Ambai (Silzer 1983), and Biak (van den
Heuvel 2006), three other languages with published grammars, are made where possi-
ble.
Three languages of Yapen, Yawa, Wooi, and Wamesa, have bipartite prohibitive construc-
tions, though the phonological forms are different. In Wamesa, a prohibitive clause be-
gins with sa and ends with the enclitic negator =va. In Yawa, this can take several forms,
including mbemo...waya (Jones 1986b), vemo...inya, and vemo...nora.14 Wooi has two
different prohibitive constructions, jaka...pe or remuho...pe. It is not otherwise reported
on Yapen, although elsewhere in Northwest New Guinea Abun has a bipartite negative,
but not a prohibitive (Berry & Berry 1999).
Also like Wamesa, Yawa shows person/number agreement on its word for ‘why?’. In
Wamesa, otopi ‘why’ is a compound of the verb o ‘want’ plus the question morpheme to
and the direct object suffix -pi, and might be literally translated as ‘wanting what?’ As
12 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
13 Jones, Paai & Paai (1989) give the verbal form as rapatimu; the initial ra- is a 3sg feminine object
(absolutive) agreement marker.
14 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out the final two forms.
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with any other verb, otopi takes prefixes marking agreement with its subject. Yawa has
four apparently synonymous forms for ‘why’, but each involves the copula be, which also
takes verbal subject agreement markers (Jones 1986c). Yawa and Wamesa, along with
Ambai, Wooi, and Biak, also both mark polar questions with a sentence-final enclitic =e,
though Wamesa uses falling intonation while Yawa and Biak show a rise in pitch.
Inalienable/direct possession in Wamesa, Ambai, and Wooi is marked on the possessum
using the same prefixes used for verbal agreement marking, which agree with the posses-
sor in person and number. These prefixes are used only with non-singular (dual, plural,
and, in Ambai, trial) possessors, and are accompanied by the suffix -m(i). In Wamesa, for
example, the same prefix that marks the first person plural inclusive subject in ta-tawa
‘we fall’ also marks a 1pl inclusive possessor in ta-tama-mi ‘our father’. Biak inalienable
possession is extremely complex, but a subset of nouns follow the same pattern, though
the form of the suffix is different in Biak. Yawa also shows identity between inalienable
possessive marking and verbal agreement (Jones 1986b:44). Yawa differs in its details
from the SHWNG case: the forms of the prefixes are completely different, there is no
additional possessive suffix, and singular possessors participate in the pattern alongside
dual and plural ones. The distribution of the prefixes to mark verbal agreement is also far
more limited in Yawa: whereas SHWNG Yapen languages verbs agree with their subject
in almost all cases, Yawa has a complex ergative system with different types of agreement
on different classes of verbs. The prefixes also used for inalienable possession do indicate
subject agreement but are specific to a set of stative intransitive verbs, which Jones exem-
plifies with ‘to yawn’ (Jones 1986b:44). Despite these differences however, the parallels
between the Yawa and SHWNG Yapen systems are noteworthy.
Yawa has a word ma which Jones (1986b:45; 1986c:7) glosses as it is,15 appearing in
equative constructions like R-aneme ma ‘It’s her hand’ and in-anode ma glossed only as
‘1ඌ඀-happy it is’ (Jones 1986b:45-46). Wamesa has a similar particle, the topicalizing
clitic =ma, which commonly appears after the first element of an equative clause, as in
Nini=ma vavi ‘This is a woman’. The two constructions are quite similar; linguists new
to Wamesa, myself included, have been known to mistake =ma for an equative copula.
These constructions have one major difference: in Yawa, an SOV language, ma follows
the predicated noun or adjective, while in Wamesa, an SVO language, ma precedes it. A
similar focus particle, mani is used in Ambai. The Wamesa form also appears on verbs
as a directional clitic meaning ‘to here’, cognate with PMP *maRi ‘to come’ and present
across SHWNG. If theWamesa/Yawa resemblance is not simply coincidental, two paths of
borrowing are possible. In one scenario, the Wamesa verbal clitic broadened its semantic
scope to indicate topic, and this meaning was then borrowed into Yawa. Alternatively, the
combination of the verbal clitic and a homophonous Yawa word influenced Wamesa to
reanalyze and import the Yawa meaning, with similar effects in Ambai.
One rare example where causality is clear is from numerals. Yawa has a quinary-decimal
number system. The numerals one to five are monomorphemic. Beginning with six,
counting becomes additive, with the numerals one through four appended to a root of
unknown meaning, kau-. (‘Five’ is na(i) or randani, depending on the dialect.) Ten is
15 An anonymous reviewer says that this particle is in fact a topicalizer in Yawa as well, making the con-
nection even more direct. Jones (1986c) also gives the very similar form mi as a focus marker, perhaps
reinforcing the equative/focus link.
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again monomorphemic, and numbers from 11 to 19 add ‘ten’ to the digit in the one’s
place. Thus, in the Ariepi dialect (Jones, Paai & Paai 1989), ‘one’ is ntabo, ‘six’ kau-
jentabo, ‘eleven’ abusyin eane ntabo, and sixteen abusyin eane kaujentabo. Four of the
SHWNG Yapen languages, Wamesa, Serui-Laut, Kurudu, and Busami (Anceaux 1961),
share this structure, while the rest retain the Proto-Austronesian base-10 system, with
inherited Aඇ numeral forms.16 The base-five additive system is not unique to these lan-
guages; rather, it is found throughout Northwest New Guinea, in Austronesian (Irarutu,
Umar, Waropen, Moor, Warembori, inter alia) and Papuan (Inanwatan, for numbers six
through nine; Hatam, Sougb, Meyah, Mpur, Bauzi, Saponi) alike.17 What is interesting
is which three SHWNG Yapen languages in particular have made the switch: Wamesa is
now spoken on mainland New Guinea, adjacent to several of the base-5 languages, both
Austronesian and non-, mentioned above; Kurudu is spoken on Kurudu Island, closer
to the mainland languages like Waropen, Warembori, and Bauzi than to Yapen itself; and
Serui-Laut is spoken in two villages surrounded by Yawa-speaking areas. Anceaux (1961)
reports that Busami has also adopted a base-5 additive system, but does not give actual
forms. Sawaki (2017) gives locations of two Busami-speaking villages; one is surrounded
by groups speaking Yawa and Serui-Laut, while the other, on the north coast, is surrounded
by Biak villages. This distribution, and the lack of any evidence for exclusively subgroup-
ing the innovative varieties (and good evidence that Kurudu is on a separate branch), sug-
gests that the base-5 system was borrowed four separate times into SHWNG Yapen: once
each into Wamesa and Kurudu from mainland languages, and once each into Serui-Laut
and Busami, via Yawa. While it’s possible that Busami borrowed the system indirectly, via
Serui-Laut — Anceaux reports that many Busami speakers also know Serui-Laut — the
fact that Serui-Laut has swapped the order of elements, and is the only regional language
I am aware of to have done so, makes that less plausible.
Finally, Yawa uses the VE morpheme discussed by David Gil (this volume), as do all
the other Yapen languages for which sufficient data exists, as well as many other North-
west New Guinea varieties. Given that Gil’s preferred etymology for VE comes from
Proto-Central Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, this implies that the form was borrowed into
Yawa. Gil gives Biak as his preferred immediate source into Yawa, which may well be
the case. Yawa appears to have partial (morphologically complex) do/give/take colexifi-
cation.
5. Implications for contact
So far we have established the presence of high levels of lexical borrowing between Yawa
and theAustronesian languages ofYapen, withYawamore often in the position of recipient
than donor, and somewhat limited grammatical borrowing in both directions (certain in the
case of the numeral systems and VE, potentially also in the other cases mentioned). This
then raises the question of what sorts of historical contact situation(s) led to the patterns
we see today.
The data do not support a situation of language shift or substrate influence by imperfect
16 ‘Six’: PAN *enem, Ambai and Pom wonan, Ansus wonang, Wooi wona, Biak wonem; Wamesa rime siri
‘five-and one’, Serui-Laut boirikori ‘one-and-five’ , Kurudu bowerim bosandi ‘five one’.
17 Kamholz (n.d.), Held (1942), de Vries (1996), Clouse (1997), Donohue (1999), Reesink (2002a), Jackson
(2014).
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L2 acquisition in either direction. Thomason & Kaufman (1988) write that interference
through language shift is characterized by phonetic/phonological, syntactic, and some-
times morphological borrowing, as imperfect L2 speakers import less-conscious features
of their L1. It does not involve significant lexical borrowing, as words are the most salient
signifiers of the target language, and among the first parts to be learned. The similarity
of Yawa’s phoneme inventory to that of the SHWNG Yapen languages as described in
§4.1, especially the inclusion of the typologically relatively unusual bilabial fricative18
in both Yawa and Saweru, might bear explanation, and would be well accounted for by
language shift. But there may well be no convergence to explain: there is no reason to
believe that these looked any different prior to contact. The bilabial fricatives, particularly
/β/, are widespread in both Aඇ and Papuan languages of Northwest New Guinea, and the
phoneme inventories found on Yawa are quite similar to those found, for example, in the
Papuan Bird’s Head languages to the west and the Western Lakes Plain languages east of
Cenderawasih Bay (Clouse & Clouse 1993, Reesink 2002b). The phonotactic restrictions
on clusters and codas, too, are common cross-linguistically. If there is a phonological
restructuring to explain here, it goes far beyond just Yapen.
The latter two criteria, syntactic andmorphological borrowing, are similarly difficult to as-
sess in this case. Without more published documentation of Yawa and Saweru, and lacking
relatives to inform historical reconstruction, it’s impossible to know what Pre/Proto-Y-S
looked like structurally and therefore what changes might have occurred after Austrone-
sian contact. Without this, there is insufficient data to support a language shift hypothesis.
The best documented area of Yawa and Saweru’s grammar, their verbal agreement sys-
tem, shows very different alignment patterns than those of the SHWNG Yapen languages
(Jones 1986b, Donohue 2001, Kamholz 2014, Gasser 2015a), and the SOV word order is
a striking divergence from areal patterns. The structural similarities previously discussed,
if they are due to convergence, can be explained by contact without language shift, and
the extent of lexical borrowing is a strike against the shift hypothesis.
What we do find fits most closely with Type 3 of Thomason & Kaufman’s Borrowing
Scale. Lexically, Type 3 is characterized by borrowing of content words, conjunctions, and
adpositions. Examples of the first type have already been given here. Shared conjunctions
are harder to find, though one possible example comes from Yawa (Sarawandori) kata
‘also, again’ (Jones 1986d), which strongly resembles Wamesa kota and Ambai kontai
‘also’ (toto in the other languages). As for prepositions, Yawa locative preposition no is a
candidate for borrowing from Pom ro (c.f. the n:r correspondence discussed earlier). This
connection is strengthened by the fact that, although Yawa is a postpositional language
(Jones 1986b), no appears to be a preposition (Jones 1986c). Borrowed prepositions in a
postpositional language, without a wholesale swap in word order, are another hallmark of
a Type 3 borrowing situation. In the other direction, Gil (this volume) suggests that the
Yawa word to ‘go’ is related to the allative preposition to found in Wooi. (The same form
means ‘until’ in Wamesa; so marks the allative.)
18 12% (55/451) of the languages in the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database (http://web.
phonetik.uni-frankfurt.de/upsid.html, c.f. Maddieson & Precoda 1989) are listed as having a
voiced bilabial fricative (present in both Yawa and Saweru); the voiceless version is present in 9% (41/451)
of languages. These results include the Austronesian Northwest New Guinea languages Moor, with /β/, and
Irarutu, with /ɸ/.
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Thismiddling level of contact, in Thomason&Kaufman’s framework, comes from contact
which is long-term enough for strong bilingualism to develop and small structural changes
to take hold, in which speakers of the source language (here Austronesian) outnumber
those of the borrowing language (Yawa), and in which there is sociopolitical dominance
by the source language speakers and/or “intimate contact” in linguistically mixed house-
holds or social settings (Thomason & Kaufman 1988:72). The languages of Yapen have
undoubtedly had adequate time in contact with one another; while the date of Austrone-
sian settlement of the island is yet unknown, it was almost certainly somewhere between
one and three thousand years ago. It is fairly unlikely that SHWNG speakers initially
outnumbered (pre-)Yawa speakers on arrival in Yapen, but more recently that has indeed
become the case. Proto-Yapen has a number of lexical innovations not found elsewhere in
Cenderawasih Bay, which could stem from early pre-Yawa contact in the days when the
island’s demography was less Austronesian-skewed. Thus the social conditions for Type
3 language contact have developed over the last few thousand years.
It is not clear that SHWNG Yapen speakers are currently in a position of sociopolitical
dominance vis à vis Yawa speakers, but it is not implausible that they once were, given the
extent of the territory they now occupy. Given the extent of observed inter-group contact
and known multilingualism described in §2, the ‘intimate contact’ aspect is near certain.
We know that extensive social contacts currently exist, and it is reasonable to extrapolate
that this is not a purely modern development. There is evidence that mixed linguistic
households— i.e. Yawa-Aඇ intermarriage—were present historically as well. Looking at
lexical borrowing, the words borrowed between Yawa and the SHWNG Yapen languages
include basic vocabulary and come from a wide range of semantic fields, not just discrete
areas like food, religion, or trade items that might suggest less intimate conversational
spheres. Trade relationships almost certainly did exist, but were not the full extent of the
contact. (It may also be relevant that Wamesa and Yawa share a word for ‘war’, marova,
also given in the Holle lists as mbrob in Biak, which is not to my knowledge found in any
other languages of the region.)
Other shared forms highlight the importance of home and family life as a stage for Yawa-
SHWNG contact. Yawa yavar ‘house’ appears to be borrowed into Wamesa as yaba and
Pom yawa. As discussed in §4.3, Yawa shares a term for ‘child’, with several SHWNG
Yapen languages, as well as sibling and in-law terminology and some structure of parental
terms. The word for ‘people, tribe’ in Yawa is kawasae, as similar forms also appear in a
handful of languages inMaluku, this almost certainly came into Yawa fromBiak (kawàsa),
perhaps via Wamesa (kawasa).19 (Note also the discussion above on kinship.) Yawa has
borrowed its word for ‘suck’ from Austronesian (-usuv, c.f. PMP *sepsep, Ambai su(f),
Ansus uwupi, etc.), as well as directional terms ‘west’ (wanampui, compare Serui-Laut
wanampui, literally ‘wind+behind’) and ‘east’ (wanamura, c.f. Serui-Laut wanamurang
with the same wanaN ‘wind’ root), as well as words for ‘canoe’ (Mariadei, Ariepi, and
Sarawandori dialects of Yawawa(i); Wooi, Wamesa, Ambai, Ansus, Pom, Serui-Laut, and
Kurudu wa; Biak wa(i), from PMP *waŋka), ‘to paddle’ (Yawa borae; Saweru wo; Wooi,
Wamesa, and Pom vo; Ansus bo; Biak borěs; etc., from PMP *beRsay), and terminology
for the staple food papeda and the sago plant fromwhich it is produced (Yawa anan ‘sago’;
Wooi anang; Wamesa and Serui-Laut ana; see §4.2 for more), as well as the very basic
19 An anonymous reviewer points out that Yawa speakers are aware of this word’s source in Biak.
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‘fish’ (Yawa jian, Saweru dian, Wamesa etc. diaN ; see previous discussion). These sorts
of words, for intimate family relations, the home itself, and activities basic to daily life for
a coastal New Guinea population, suggest multilingualism active in those spheres — that
is, in the home.
Counting the number of loan connections between Yawa and any other single SHWNG
Yapen language is imprecise, given the difficulty of pinpointing a specific source language
in most cases, and the differences between counts for each language are small, but the
languages with the highest proportion of their wordlist entries involved in loan sets with
Yawa are Serui-Laut, Ambai, and Wamesa. Given its geographical position and relatively
small population, that Serui-Laut should share the highest proportion of loans (in either
direction) with Yawa is not surprising. Ambai is spoken just to the east of Yawa, and
may well have traditionally closer ties than other language groups. That Wamesa shows
up in the top three, despite its current location on the mainland coast of Cenderawasih
Bay, suggests that its historical position on Yapen may have been close in to Yawa as well
— Windesi village, which shares a name with a dialect of Wamesa, is to the west of the
north coast Yawa villages, and currently inhabited by Biak speakers (Sawaki 2017)— and
may have shared close customary social and familial links. Much of the contact between
Wamesa and Yawa then is likely to have taken place before Wamesa speakers’ move off
of Yapen to the mainland.
While Yawa and SHWNG speakers have almost certainly been in some sort of contact for
the last one to three thousand years since the arrival of the Austronesians on Yapen, the na-
ture and extent of that contact has not necessarily been constant. For much of their history,
Yawa and SHWNG groups played different socio-ecological roles. Anceaux (1961:10)
writes that Yawa (he calls the language Yava and the people Mora) is a “typical language
of the interior”, and says that the coastal Yawa villages are believed to have originated
in the interior of the island and moved to the coast in relatively recent times. An anony-
mous reviewer echoes this, suggesting that pre-contact Yawa speakers lived away from the
coastline and gathered resources from the jungle, and reports that Yawa stories describe
their being forced to resettle in the currently occupied coastal villages under Dutch rule.
This inland orientation is reflected in the language name itself: yawa means ‘land’ or ‘in-
terior country’. An alternative name for the language sometimes cited in older literature is
Onate, from unat ‘mountain’, and some Yawa people, including the college-aged speaker
I met in Manokwari, now refer to their language as Yawa Unat. This contrasts starkly
with the well-known seaward orientation of the Austronesians, and suggests that Yawa
and SHWNG speakers filled different, complementary niches for a part of their history.
Under this view, as the reviewer points out, it should not be surprising that sea-related
terms — canoes, fish, fishing spears, etc. — should have come into Yawa from Aus-
tronesian. This difference of orientation may have led to a more cooperative relationship
between the two groups, as the presence of trade and intermarriage suggests. The further
fact that Wamesa and Yawa share identical words for ‘war’ indicates that they were dis-
cussing rather than waging it, perhaps cooperating in raids on other groups. The more
recent movement of Yawa people to the coast and the expansion of multilingual towns
like Serui would only have intensified day-to-day contact between the groups as a whole
(as opposed to intermarried individuals) by creating more overlap in their general spheres
of daily life, especially in the coastal areas.
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6. Conclusion
The Yawa speech community sits in the geographic center of highly diverse, highly in-
terconnected linguistic environment. Over the past millennium or two, it has shared large
numbers of lexical loans, as well as a smaller observable number of structural features,
with the Austronesian languages which surround it, both as a donor, and, more often, a
recipient. Despite some challenges in uncovering their exact nature, these connections
provide evidence of a dense, multilingual communicative network across Yapen Island,
including frequent trading interactions, tight social ties, and semi-regular intermarriage.
This finding should not be surprising considering the current highly connected state of the
island, but should nonetheless not be taken for granted, particularly given the historical
differences in landward/seaward orientation of Yawa vs. Austronesian speakers. More
fieldwork is necessary across Yapen to fill in the substantial gaps in our knowledge of
these languages and to work out the details of these relationships, but their existence is
clear.
Appendix
The 18 supplemental items chosen because they are apparent loans are marked with an as-
terisk. Languages may have more than one entry per meaning, especially in cases where
multiple species are listed for a particular plant or animal type, or where there is a se-
mantic mismatch. An example of the latter is in ‘grandparent, grandchild’, where some
Yapen languages use a single reciprocal term but the Yawa dialects have one term each for
‘grandmother’, ‘grandfather’, and ‘grandchild’. Words are given here as they appear in
the sources, including any morphology; many Yawa transitive verbs, for example, appear
with the third person feminine singular agreement prefix ra-.
118 NUSA 62, 2017
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